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Determining the fate of the Pauling entropy in the classical spin ice material Dy2Ti2O7 with respect to
the third law of thermodynamics has become an important test case for understanding the existence and
stability of ice-rule states in general. The standard model of spin ice—the dipolar spin ice model—predicts
an ordering transition at T ≈ 0.15 K, but recent experiments by Pomaranski et al. suggest an entropy
recovery over long timescales at temperatures as high as 0.5 K, much too high to be compatible with the
theory. Using neutron scattering and specific heat measurements at low temperatures and with long
timescales (0.35 K=106 s and 0.5 K=105 s, respectively) on several isotopically enriched samples, we find
no evidence of a reduction of ice-rule correlations or spin entropy. High-resolution simulations of the
neutron structure factor show that the spin correlations remain well described by the dipolar spin ice model
at all temperatures. Furthermore, by careful consideration of hyperfine contributions, we conclude that the
original entropy measurements of Ramirez et al. are, after all, essentially correct: The short-time relaxation
method used in that study gives a reasonably accurate estimate of the equilibrium spin ice entropy due to a
cancellation of contributions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.067202
The properties of ice-rule states, such as water ice [1,2]
and spin ice [3–5], provide a strong contrast with the
conventional paradigm of condensed matter. Instead of
broken symmetry, entropy that vanishes in accord with the
third law, exponentially decaying correlations, and wave-
like excitations, one finds Coulomb phase correlations [6],
finite entropy [1,5], and pointlike fractional excitations
(monopoles) [7,8]. The mapping between the hydrogen
bonding network and spin configurations [4,9] and the
resultant identical residual (Pauling) entropy [5] are corner-
stones of spin ice physics, posing fundamental questions
including how a realistic Hamiltonian can lead to practical
evasion of the third law, and whether the entropic state is
metastable. Because the low-temperature dynamics of spin
ice depends on a vanishing number of thermally excited
monopoles, relaxation becomes slow at low temperatures
[2,10], and sensitivity to sample variations is enhanced
[11,12]; both effects may mask the true equilibrium state.
While the third law ground state of water ice can be
accessed by doping that increases dynamics [9], the fate
of the residual entropy in the spin ice Dy2Ti2O7 [5] is
unknown. Because of these experimental challenges, the
problem of third law ordering in ice-type systems may best
be addressed by a careful collaboration of experiment
and theory, designed to accurately model the system and
extrapolate properties beyond the experimental range.
The spin ice state of Dy2Ti2O7 [3–5] is a consequence of
frustration arising from the competition between the Ising-
like crystal field anisotropy [13,14], exchange, and dipolar
interactions [15,16]. These ingredients can be described by
a classical spin Hamiltonian—the dipolar spin ice model
(DSM) [15,16], which has been refined for many years
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[17–19]. Theoretical investigations suggest that the dipolar
spin ice states have a small bandwidth that eventually leads
to an ordering transition and the recovery of the residual
entropy [15–18]. However, several specific heat studies
found no indication of ordering or reduction in the residual
entropy, so the Hamiltonian parameters are required to
suppress any such process below T ∼ 0.3 K. Indeed, the
population of monopole excitations becomes small below
the freezing temperature, Tf ≈ 0.65 K in Dy2Ti2O7, where
experimental timescales diverge exponentially. Recently,
Pomaranski et al. [20] combined long equilibration times
(≈105 s) with accurate temperature measurements to show
that the specific heat apparently increases below 0.5 K. This
experimental tour de force caused considerable excitement:
Is the residual entropy recovered at a much higher temper-
ature than predicted, indicating an insufficiency in the
DSM that could allow an alternative, nonclassical ground
state [19,21]?
Since performing equilibrated measurements much below
Tf is challenging, a well-parametrized Hamiltonian model
is important to allow for predictions of the low-temperature
properties. Diffuse neutron scattering, a measure of the spin-
spin correlation function, is well suited to directly test the
Hamiltonian. However, the lowest temperature data used
previously were obtained at 0.3 K with relatively short
equilibration times (∼103 s) [22], a procedure that may be
reasonably questioned [19] in light of the subsequently
discovered long equilibration times. In this Letter, we
describe neutron scattering measurements in the static
approximation, designed to measure the spin and lattice
temperatures of the sample, in situ. We verify the spin ice
Hamiltonian with well-controlled equilibration at T ¼
0.65 K and, by monitoring the spin system in situ for
0.35 < T < 0.4 K over a period > 2 × 106 s, demonstrate
that there is no evidence of any change in correlations or
emergence of diffraction peaks in this temperature and time
window. Specific heat measurements on various isotopically
enriched Dy2Ti2O7 samples show that the system comes to
thermodynamic equilibrium in this range, and we find no
evidence for a recovery of the Pauling entropy at 0.5 K.
The sample studied using neutron scattering was the
1.4 g 162Dy2Ti2O7 cuboid from Ref. [22]. For this work, the
sample was reannealed in oxygen, and the SXD (ISIS,
United Kingdom) [23] and TRiCS (PSI, Switzerland) [24]
diffractometers used to confirm no structural diffuse scatter-
ing, indicative of oxygen defect clusters [12], was present
[25]. Magnetic diffuse neutron scattering experiments were
performed on the WISH (ISIS) [26] and DMC (PSI) [27]
diffractometers (our procedures for data normalization for
the two instruments are described in Ref. [25]). At DMC,
Helmholtz coils reduced stray fields below 0.1 μT. WISH
has a stray field of ⪅ 100 μT. The crystal was clamped in a
copper goniometer with a continuous thermal path to the
mixing chamber (MC) of the dilution fridge. The clamp
extends along 3=4 of the sample length, with a protruding
few millimeters surrounded by an ac susceptometer that was
thermalized by a deoxygenated copper braid to the MC end
of the goniometer. The susceptometer was surrounded by
neutron-absorbing cadmium. RuO2 thermometers were
attached to the goniometer (close to the sample) and
the MC (12 cm apart). Because of the well-defined fre-
quency dependence of the spin relaxation in 162Dy2Ti2O7
[10,29,30], the susceptometer can measure the effective spin
temperature, simultaneously with measurements of the
lattice temperature by the sample thermometer. Figure 1(a)
shows a representative relative susceptibility measurement,
taken at 0.5 Hz, which shows a peak in the imaginary part
centered around 0.64 K. From calibration measurements, it
can be estimated that the coil set induces a small (0.02 K)
heating effect, as the protruding part of the sample is not well
thermally coupled, but the lattice and spin temperature are
well coupled.
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 1. Measurement of spin correlations with accurately equilibrated spin temperature of 0.65 K. (a) Example in situ susceptibility
measurements (susceptibility χ is a linear function of the voltage). (b) The measured (lower hemisphere) and simulated (upper
hemisphere) neutron structure factors are in close agreement. (c) Comparison of measured and calculated intensities (the color scale
indicates the point density, with 11 518 points in total).
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To model the neutron structure factor, we use the dipolar
spin ice Hamiltonian
H ¼
X
i>j
JijSi · Sj
þDa3
X
i>j

Si · Sj
r3ij
− 3
ðSi · rijÞðSj · rijÞ
r5ij

; ð1Þ
where Si are the spin vectors, a is the nearest neighbor
distance, rij the distance separating particle i and j, D the
dipolar constant [18], and Jij a matrix describing the
coupling strength between particles i and j. In this study,
we used the gþ-dipolar spin ice model (gþ-DSM) param-
eters (D ¼ 1.3224 K, J1 ¼ 3.41 K, J2 ¼ −0.14 K, J3a ¼
0.030 K, and J3b ¼ 0.031 K) [25,28]. Using a parallel
Monte Carlo code that exploits the symmetry of the dipolar
interactions [31], we reached system sizes of L ¼ 16
(65 536 spins), an order of magnitude larger and with
improved resolution for SðQÞ than previous studies [19].
We used periodic Ewald boundary conditions [31] and a
loop algorithm [16] to speed up equilibration. Using
parallel tempering, we found the ordering temperature
[16] of the gþ DSM to be Tc ¼ 0.15 K.
We verify that the gþ-DSM parameters describe the
neutron scattering data well at T ¼ 0.65 K, the lowest
temperature where we expect no equilibration issues (well
below the existing data at 1.3 K [19]). At this temperature,
the frequency dependence of the susceptibility allows the
verification of the sample spin temperature and simulta-
neous measurement of the diffuse scattering (DMC).
Figure 1(b) shows the experimental and simulated neutron
structure factors for T ¼ 0.65 K. The best fit of the
theory to the experiment was made by scaling the exper-
imental data, originally measured in “counts,” to the
theoretical calculation using a linear function SðQÞtheory ¼
mSðQÞexperiment þ c (where m is a scale parameter and c a
flat background contribution). m and c were determined
through rms minimization in a region including the (0,0,3)
and (3=2, 3=2, 3=2) peaks. As can be seen from the color
map and the comparison of experimental and calculated
intensities [Fig. 1(c)], the experimental and theoretical data
match well at this temperature. The calculation captures the
essence of the experimental data: the intensity and relative
weight at Q ¼ ð0; 0; 3Þ and Q ¼ ð3=2; 3=2; 3=2Þ and the
zone-boundary scattering, with no unexpected intensity
at any wave vector. Similar agreement is obtained for
T ¼ 1.3 K [25]. We therefore expect that Dy2Ti2O7 is well
described by the gþ DSM at a lower temperature, with an
ordering transition around Tc ¼ 0.15 K.
To examine lower-temperature equilibration and seek
any behavior beyond the gþ DSM, we needed to cool
below Tf, ensuring we understood the thermal state of our
sample during the measurements. Using a frequency of
0.5 Hz, we monitored the cooling of the sample for 0.5
K < T < 0.9 K. The lattice temperature and heat flows in
or out of the sample can be monitored with the sample
thermometer, and we saw that the spin temperature and
lattice temperature were in equilibrium with each other and
with the MC. There were identifiable sources of exper-
imental heating below 0.5 K—by operating the suscep-
tometer below 0.5 K, or below 0.3 K from the neutron
beam. The neutron beam heating effect depends on the
neutron flux and thermal coupling and so is experiment-
specific. Measurements using the thermometer on the
MC alone would not observe this heating, demonstrating
the importance of in situ monitoring for poor thermal
conductors.
We performed two experiments with different cooling
protocols, producing identical results. We discuss the
second, whose cooling protocol was longer than that of
Pomaranski et al. [20,32]. Figure 2(a) shows the cooling
of the thermometers attached to the goniometer and MC.
These experiments were performed at WISH, cooling
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. Slow cooling and equilibration at 0.35 K. (a) The sample was cooled by a protocol similar to Ref. [20]. (b) Comparing a rapidly
cooled measurement at 0.35 K with the slow-cooled measurement by taking the difference of the structure factors shows no difference
between the two [data are normalized to match the scale of Fig. 1(b)]. (c) This is highlighted by comparing cuts across (0,0,3) in the
quenched and difference maps.
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during an ISIS accelerator shutdown. To avoid self-heating
effects, we made this measurement with the susceptometer
switched off, having established that significant heat flows
in and out of the sample can be recorded by the sample
thermometer. The estimated equilibration time and beam
heating constraints meant that our target temperature was
0.35 K. To investigate changes in the correlations with long
equilibration times, we performed a difference measure-
ment at 0.35 K. After standard cooling of the sample from
0.65 to 0.35 K (in some minutes), a map was recorded. We
then warmed the sample to 0.65 K, followed the cooling
protocol shown in Fig. 2(a), and recorded a second map
at 0.35 K [25]. A difference map [Fig. 2(b)] shows no
statistically significant difference between the normalized
data [25], indicating that the previous low-temperature data,
and analyses based on it [18,19,22], are trustworthy. A cut
across Q ¼ ð0; 0; 3Þ for the difference of the two measure-
ments is compared to the same cut for an unsubtracted data
set in Fig. 2(c), again showing the absence of any feature in
the difference. The gþ-DSM parameters also reproduce this
diffuse scattering well [25].
To seek further consistency, we performed specific heat
measurements by the relaxation technique, paying particu-
lar attention to the long relaxation time [20] and the nuclear
hyperfine interaction [19]. We used a Quantum Design
PPMS with a 3He insert, modified to allow relaxation times
from 101 to 105 s, largely covering the timescales probed
in Ref. [20]. We used three isotopes: an off cut of the
162Dy2Ti2O7 neutron sample, with no nuclear spin (I ¼ 0);
an enriched 163Dy2Ti2O7 sample with nuclear spin I ¼ 5=2;
and a sample with natural isotopic abundances NatDy,
containing 161Dy and 163Dy, both with nuclear spin
I ¼ 5=2, fractions 0.19 and 0.249, respectively, and the
remainder with I ¼ 0. The hyperfine energy is sufficiently
small that the hyperfine specific heat CH may be taken as
equal to its high-temperature value CH ¼ a=T2, where
a ¼ 0, 0.026, 0.076 J K−1 mol−1Dy for 162Dy, NatDy, and
163Dy, respectively [here a ¼ Rð1=3ÞIðI þ 1Þϵ2, ϵ is the
effective energy separation of hyperfine levels, and R is the
gas constant]. Adjusting for the incorrect nuclear spin
(hyperfine) specific heat in Ref. [20] does not account for
all the upturn in the specific heat [19] [see also Fig. 3(c)].
Figure 3(a) shows the specific heat of the three samples
for two extreme relaxation times (12 and 89 × 104 s).
A comparison of time-dependent measurements at the base
temperature of 0.48 K (not shown) suggests that all samples
reach complete thermodynamic equilibrium at t ∼ 105 s, as
found in Ref. [20]. Increasing the timescale leads to an
increase in the specific heat, as found in Ref. [20].
Furthermore, the nuclear contribution is clearly visible at
a low temperature: 162Dy (I ¼ 0) has the lowest specific
heat and 163Dy (I ¼ 5=2) the highest.
Figure 3(b) shows the difference between the long- and
short-time measurements for each sample, along with the
hyperfine contribution for NatDy. The short-time measure-
ments remain in equilibrium to a lower temperature when
there are more nuclear spins present. This indicates that the
hyperfine energy levels provide additional relaxation paths
for the electronic spins and also that the nuclear relaxation
rate is on the same order as the electronic relaxation rate
for T ≥ 0.55 K.
Finally, we show the equilibrium electronic specific heat
for the three samples, after the nuclear contribution has
been subtracted in Fig. 3(c). Our main result is the
comparison of the NatDy and the 162Dy sample. Here, the
subtraction of the hyperfine contribution projects the two
curves accurately onto each other at all temperatures,
revealing the equilibrium electronic specific heat (plus a
negligible phonon contribution). We have high confidence
in this result: The 162Dy sample was removed from the
larger sample that has been extensively characterized by
neutron scattering, while the standard methods used to
prepare the NatDy should render it relatively free of defects
and impurities, as our results imply. In addition, the specific
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 3. Specific heat of 162Dy, NatDy, and 163Dy samples of Dy2Ti2O7. (a) Long- and short-time measurements. (b) Difference between
long- and short-time measurements and calculated nuclear specific heat for the NatDy sample. (c) Equilibrium electronic specific heat for
all samples, as well as model calculation and previous results from Ref. [20] (adjusted for the correct hyperfine contribution [19]). In (b)
and (c), the lowest temperature displayed, 0.48 K, is the low-temperature limit of our long-time measurements.
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heat of all three individual crystals, from two different
crystal growers, collapse above 0.8 K, which is not the case
for many previous measurements [20]. This experimental
equilibrium curve is well, but not perfectly, matched by the
gþ DSM. These slight discrepancies are due to the fact
that the original g-DSM parameters [18] were adjusted to
short-time specific heat data that were slightly higher [33].
Further fine-tuning of the parameters is possible but beyond
this study. Our experiments establish that there is no upturn
in the equilibrated electronic specific heat above
T ¼ 0.5 K, a conclusion fully consistent with the theory
and our neutron measurements.
Our results suggest that the most likely cause for the
upturn observed by Pomaranski et al. [20] is random
disorder, in agreement with Ref. [19]. Magnetic defects
introduce localized energy levels, which will increase the
specific heat per magnetic ion, so spin ice samples with the
largest equilibrium (or long-time) specific heat tend to be
the most defective, as our study implies. Our work suggests
that a careful study correlating the consequences of differ-
ent types of defects (e.g., oxygen deficiency [12] or
“stuffing” [11,34]) in structural and magnetic measure-
ments, as has been done for Yb2Ti2O7 [35] and Tb2Ti2O7
[36], would be of considerable value.
Reconsidering now the short-time measurements in
Fig. 3(a), we note that the short-time curve for the NatDy
sample is not so far away from the final equilibrium curve,
the long-time curve for the 162Dy sample. Hence, the
uncorrected short-time results of Ramirez et al. [5] and
other authors are reasonable estimates of the equilibrium
electronic specific heat. The reason for this is a cancellation
of terms: Adding the long-time contribution and sub-
tracting the nuclear part leads to only a small net change
in the specific heat, since these terms are roughly equal; see
Fig. 3(b). Also notable is that the short-time measurements
of all three samples converge below 0.4 K. This suggests
that the nuclear relaxation time becomes much greater
than the electronic one at a low temperature and that the
hyperfine specific heat is not visible in a short-time
measurement for T ≤ 0.45 K [37].
In conclusion, this Letter addresses a specific case of the
more general question: How can we know the third law
ground state of ice-type systems, whose dynamics depend
on a vanishing number of pointlike excitations (monop-
oles)? When the monopole density becomes small, extrin-
sic defects and disorder become important: In the case
of water ice, they are thought to provide sufficient dynam-
ics to locate the ground state [9], but there seems to be
no comparable mechanism available in spin ice. In
162Dy2Ti2O7, we have carefully equilibrated the sample
at 0.65 and 0.35 K, demonstrating the value of measuring
the temperature of both the spin and lattice baths when
characterizing such systems using neutron scattering. By
confirming the accuracy of the dipolar spin ice model in
this range, we support the “monopole fluid” picture of spin
ice [8] and the interesting theories and experiments that
arise from it [11,38–40]. We predict the recovery of the
Pauling entropy at lower temperatures, and our work
highlights the experimental temperature and time windows
that would have to be accessed to detect effects beyond the
standard model of spin ice.
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